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“Follower Xue, if a person bullies you in the future, tell me. I will definitely assist you teach 

him a lesson.” 

” If you have problem, you can involve me at any moment. I’m not worse than some 

people.” 

” I can do anything for you. If you really feel dissatisfied, I can defeat this bonehead once 

more.” 

Follower Xue grinned faintly. “These simps are truly specialist. Sadly, how can I think highly 

of you good-for-nothings?” 

Obviously, for a woman like Fan Xue, even if she could not get it, she would not say it 

clearly. Or else, just how could these flies want to circle around her and help her? 

” All right, I know you are effective,” Fan Xue increased her eyebrows and said. 

 

Those individuals were so pleased that they all believed Follower Xue elevated her eyebrows 

at them. It seemed that they could be closer to her in the future. 

There was a person that tried to compel himself to display, and he purposely kicked Zhang 

Tianxin to show his toughness. 

Zhang Linghua knelt on the ground as well as crept to Zhang Tianxin. When she saw Zhang 

Tianxin’s bruised nose and wounded face, she blamed herself and also stated, “I’m sorry. 

 

Zhang Tianxin held Zhang Linghua’s hand securely. He really did not claim anything, he 

maintained trembling his head to reveal that he didn’t blame Zhang Linghua. 

” You two mom as well as child, rush and also get out of right here. Do not show up before 

me in the future, or I’ll hit you whenever I see you,” Fan Xue stated proudly. 



Minority flies surrounded her with their eco-friendly eyes and brows. A few of them revealed 

their arms, as well as some waved their clenched fists at Zhang Linghua. Undoubtedly, they 

were intimidating her. 

Zhang Linghua sighed. It was the first time for her to find to the business, so she really felt 

that this place was not suitable for her. She was a tough employee, yet this was a brain 

survival area. 

Nonetheless, Samuel provided her an opportunity, so she attempted her ideal to 

incorporate herself right into this area. Today it seemed that despite how tough she 

attempted, she would certainly not be accepted. Given that it was like this, what was the 

factor of remaining here? 

Zhang Ling did not blame Samuel, due to the fact that he just wanted her to have a better 

work as well as living environment. She was declined by others. 

As a matter of fact, she really felt a little sorry forSamuel. She had actually failed to 

confiscate this chance, which maydisappoint him. 

” Let’s go, boy.” Zhang Linghua aided Zhang Tianxin up. When she was about to leave, she 

instantly felt a hand on her shoulder. 

” Samuel.” When Zhang Linghua transformed her head, she saw Samuel’s face, which was as 

chilly as ice. 

Samuel did not understand what had actually happened, he saw Zhang Tianxin’s injuries and 

the hostile staff participants. 

” What occurred?” Samuel asked in a deep voice. 

Zhang Linghua just wished to state something, but she couldn’t say anything. Even if Samuel 

helped her, it was ineffective. She couldn’t integrate into the company’s atmosphere, so she 

couldn’t stay below to function. 

As Well As for Zhang Tianxin, she would not stay below. Samuel could assist her this time 

around, however what about the next time? What Happens If Zhang Tianxin was defeated 

again? 



” Who are you? You’re not a worker of our business, are you? It has nothing to do with you. 

Leave below.” Fan Xue looked at Samuel disdainfully. Where did this loser come from? Just 

how dare he meddle in her business? 

” Aunt Zhang, inform me. I’ll help you.” Samuel neglected Fan Xue and continued to ask 

Zhang Linghua. 

Fan Xue chuckled and also looked at Samuel mockingly, claiming, “Do you desire to aid her? 

You can not be an emotionally handicapped person like Zhang Tianxin, can you?” 

It was very easy for Zhang Tianxin to be discriminated against. Samuel had expected this, as 

well as this scenario was not something he could transform. 

Nonetheless, he can not change the culture, yet it was without a doubt a very easy thing to 

changeWeakriver Real Estate. 

He increased his hand as well as slapped Fan Xue in the face. Samuel claimed coldly, “Do 

you deserve to speak here?” 

Fan Xue covered her face in disbelief. This loser dared to strike her! 

“What are you waiting on? Didn’t you see him striking me?” Fan Xue stated to the dogs next 

to her. 

 


